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The layered metal phosphorous trisulfide FePS3 is reported to be a Mott insulator at ambient
conditions and to undergo structural and insulator-metal phase transitions under pressure. However,
the character of the resulting metallic states has not been understood clearly so far. Here, we
theoretically study the phase transitions of FePS3 using first-principles methods based on density
functional theory and embedded dynamical mean field theory. We find that the Mott transition in
FePS3 can be orbital-selective, with t2g states undergoing a correlation-induced insulator-to-metal
transition while eg states remain gapped. We show that this orbital-selective Mott phase, which
occurs only when non-hydrostatic pressure is used, is a bad metal (or non-Fermi liquid) with large
fluctuating moments due to Hund’s coupling. Further application of pressure increases the crystal-
field splitting and converts the system to a conventional Fermi liquid with low-spin configurations
dominant. Our results show that FePS3 is a novel example of a system that realizes an orbital-
selective Mott phase, allowing tuning between correlated and uncorrelated metallic properties in an
accessible pressure range (≤ 18 GPa).

Introduction— The Mott transition is a prototypi-7

cal manifestation of correlation effects in the electronic8

structure of materials in which theoretical considerations9

beyond conventional band theory become essential for10

the proper description of the electron localization [1–4].11

In principle, electron correlation effects can be orbital-12

dependent in the sense that the critical strength of the13

correlation required for the localization can vary for dif-14

ferent orbitals belonging to “decoupled” manifolds. In15

such a case, some of the electrons become localized due16

to the Mott transition, while others remain metallic near17

the Fermi energy. This orbital-selective Mott transition18

(OSMT) has been discussed and studied in a number19

of models and materials [5–17]. However, real material20

systems with tunable property across the phase bound-21

ary under moderate changes of external parameters (e.g.,22

pressure) are rare in the literature.23

The layered metal phosphorous chalcogenide FePS324

has been reported to have an insulator-to-metal transi-25

tion (IMT) and two structural phase transitions separat-26

ing structural phases HP0, HP1, and HP2 under pres-27

sure [18, 19]. The ambient-pressure phase HP0 is known28

to be a Mott insulator while the highest-pressure phase29

HP2 is metallic. The intermediate pressure phase HP130

was reported to be metallic based on the temperature31

dependence of the resistivity in single-crystal transport32

measurements of Ref. [18], whereas it was assigned to be33

gapped later in Ref. [19]. This apparent contradiction34

can be attributed to different pressure conditions. The35

former experiment was performed under non-hydrostatic36

(or quasi-hydrostatic) pressure, arising from the use of37

a powder pressure-transmitting medium, while the pres-38

sure was effectively hydrostatic in the latter [18–20]. The39

non-hydrostatic condition, with larger pressure compo-40

nent in the direction normal to the plane than in-plane,41

was essential to realize the metallic HP1 state [20]. A no-42

table feature under non-hydrostatic pressure is that the43

resistivity of the metallic HP1 phase is a few orders of44

magnitude larger than that of HP2. This suggests that45

the HP1 phase could be a “bad metal” phase since the46

resistivity tends to increase as temperature T increases47

in the high-T regime in HP1 as well as HP2. Indeed, we48

find that HP1 shows a bad metal behavior due to the49

correlation-induced OSMT, as will be discussed in detail50

below. This is a distinct feature of FePS3 compared to51

other compounds such as MnPS3 and NiPS3 in the same52

material class [21–25], which do not show the OSMT.53

Here, we theoretically investigate the phase transi-54

tions in FePS3 under pressure using first-principles meth-55

ods based on a combination of density functional the-56

ory (DFT) and embedded dynamical mean field theory57

(eDMFT) [26–32]. Most importantly, we find that the58

metallic HP1 phase in Ref. [18] is an orbital-selective59

Mott phase (OSMP) with t2g (= a1g + e′g) states be-60

coming metallic while eg states remain gapped. This61

novel feature of the experimentally-realized system has62

remained unnoticed so far. Also, there has been no theo-63

retical understanding of the origin of the large resistivity64

difference in the two metallic phases HP1 and HP2. Our65

calculations show that the OSMP of HP1 is a non-Fermi-66

liquid phase with bad metallic behavior while HP2 is a67

conventional Fermi-liquid. We find that the key element68

for the qualitatively different metallic phases is the com-69

petition between the Hund’s coupling and the crystal-70

field splitting. Our theory further clarifies the relation71

between the structural and electronic phase transitions72

and the effect of non-hydrostatic pressure conditions, in73

good agreement with experiments [18, 19]. Thus, FePS374

presents an intriguing example of a correlated system75

where three contrasting phases (i.e., Mott insulator, non-76
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Fermi liquid, and Fermi liquid) appear in an accessible77

pressure range (≤ 18 GPa).78

Theoretical methods— To study the structural phase79

transitions under pressure, we performed DFT calcu-80

lations as implemented in Vienna Ab initio Simulation81

Package (VASP) [33, 34]. The projector augmented-82

wave (PAW) method was used to describe the interac-83

tion between ions and valence electrons [35, 36]. We84

employed a plane-wave basis set with a 516 eV energy85

cutoff and used 8× 6× 4 (for HP0 and HP1 structures)86

and 8 × 8 × 10 (for HP2) k-point grids. The Perdew-87

Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional [37] was88

used. We adopted Ueff=2.5 eV for the DFT+U effective89

on-site Coulomb repulsion, which was reported to repro-90

duce the experimental structural phase transitions under91

pressure in FePS3 [38]. The van der Waals (vdW) energy92

was accounted for using the DFT-D2 approach [39]. The93

atomic positions were relaxed until the residual forces be-94

came ≤ 0.01 eV/Å. To study the electronic phase tran-95

sitions, first-principles calculations based on the combi-96

nation of DFT and eDMFT as implemented in WIEN2k97

and the Rutgers eDMFT code were performed [26, 27].98

We set RKmax (which determines the size of basis) to99

be 7.0 and used 500 k-points for the k-point sampling100

in the Brillouin zone. We adopted the local-density ap-101

proximation (LDA) [40], which gives the best results for102

lattice properties when combined with eDMFT [28]. The103

atomic positions were relaxed with the force tolerance104

2 mRy/Bohr in paramagnetic configurations at T = 300105

K using eDMFT [29], while the lattice parameters were106

fixed to the values obtained from the VASP calculation107

at each pressure. We adopted U=8.0 eV and JH=0.8108

eV for the Coulomb repulsion and Hund’s coupling re-109

spectively. The auxiliary impurity problem was solved110

using a continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo impurity111

solver [30]. Since we are interested in the metallic HP1112

phase in this study, the focus will be the non-hydrostatic113

pressure hereafter. We notice in passing that the hy-114

drostatic pressure results in Mott insulating HP1 phase,115

which is transformed through the first order structural116

transition to the conventional HP2 metallic phase under117

higher pressures, such that the OSMP in that case is118

hidden in experiment [19]. We consider a larger out-of-119

plane pressure component than in-plane as in the exper-120

iment [18]. Specifically, we chose Pzz = 1.4 P and Pxx121

= Pyy = 0.8 P with P = (Pxx + Pyy + Pzz)/3 and also122

tested other values of the anisotropy factor Pr = Pzz/P123

(see the Supplemental Material [41]).124

Intertwined electronic and structural phase transi-125

tions— The structural phase transitions play an impor-126

tant role in the realization of the different electronic127

phases of FePS3 under pressure. The three structural128

phases of FePS3 can be characterized by the arrange-129

ment of P atoms, and the two structural phase transi-130

tions among HP0-SPD (staggered P dimers), HP1-APD131

(aligned P dimers), and HP2-APC (aligned P chains)132
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FIG. 1. Electronic structures with or without expected struc-
tural changes under pressure. The partial densities of states
are depicted for (a) HP0-SPD at 0 GPa, (b) HP0-SPD at 10
GPa, (c) HP1-APD at 10 GPa, (d) HP1-APD at 18 GPa, (e)
HP2-APC at 10 GPa, and (f) HP2-APC at 18 GPa. Figures
(a), (c), and (f) are for stable configurations at the given pres-
sure and are denoted by thicker borders, whereas (b), (d), and
(e) are fictitious metastable structures for comparison. The
red solid, green dotted, and blue dotted lines correspond to
a1g, e′g, and eg states, respectively, as denoted in (d). The
Fermi level is set to zero.

are reported to be induced by layer sliding at Pc1 ≈ 4133

GPa and inter-layer collapse in vdW gaps at Pc2 ≈ 14134

GPa [18, 19, 38]. This is confirmed by our DFT cal-135

culations (for details of the DFT calculations regarding136

the structural properties, see the Supplemental Mate-137

rial [41]).138

The ambient pressure phase HP0-SPD is a Mott insu-139

lator as can be seen by the vanishing projected density of140

states (PDOS) and spectral weight at the Fermi energy141

(Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a). On the other hand, HP1-APD at 10142

GPa shows metallic behavior with finite spectral weight143

and DOS at the Fermi level. Notably, the IMT occurs144

only in the t2g (i.e., a1g+e′g) sector, whereas the eg states145

remain gapped (Fig. 1c and Fig. 2b). Here, we note that146

the layer sliding increases the hybridization of t2g orbitals147

and makes them metallic, since HP0-APD at 10 GPa still148

has a small gap (Fig. 1b). This OSMP has incoherent149

metallic states derived from t2g states near the Fermi en-150

ergy (indicated by an orange arrow in Fig. 2b). These151

metallic states show non-Fermi-liquid character, suggest-152

ing that the magnetic moments of the localized electrons153

act as scattering centers for the itinerant electrons [14].154

The highest pressure phase HP2-APC at 18 GPa also155

shows metallic features (Fig. 1f). However, in contrast156
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FIG. 2. k-resolved spectral functions and PDOS for the 3
different phases at representative pressure values under the
non-hydrostatic pressure condition. A(k, ω) and the corre-
sponding PDOS are plotted for (a) HP0-SPD (0 GPa), (b)
HP1-APD (10 GPa), and (c) HP2-APC (18 GPa).

to the HP1-APD, the metallic states in HP2-APC show157

clear quasi-particle peaks near the Fermi energy (Fig. 2c),158

confirming conventional Fermi liquid behavior. Thus, be-159

yond the pressure-induced IMT, we find two qualitatively160

different metallic states. Here, the inter-layer collapse161

disfavors the OSMP as can be seen in HP2-APC at 10162

GPa (Fig. 1e). A sufficiently large pressure in the HP1-163

APD (Fig. 1d) increases the crystal field strength and164

also disfavors the OSMP.165

Finally, the non-hydrostatic condition is important166

for the realization of the OSMT. We find that larger167

anisotropy in the pressure condition (i.e., larger out-of-168
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FIG. 3. Imaginary part of self-energy on the imaginary axis.
Im Σ(iωn) for HP1-APD (10 GPa) at (a) 300 K and (b) 100
K, and for HP2-APC (18 GPa) at (c) 300 K and (d) 100 K.

plane pressure component compared with in-plane ones)169

is advantageous to the metallization of t2g states, while170

we find a small conventional Mott gap under the hydro-171

static pressure (see the Supplemental Material [41]). The172

non-Fermi liquid character and the effect of the crystal173

fields in comparison with the Hund’s coupling will be174

discussed in more detail below.175

Non-Fermi liquid vs. Fermi liquid— To further under-176

stand the two contrasting metallic states, we examine the177

scattering rate Γ ∼ Im Σ(i0+) where Σ is the self-energy.178

For Fermi liquids, the scattering rate is supposed to be-179

have as ∼ T 2 due to the small phase space for scattering180

in the conventional Fermi liquid, and Σ(i0+) would be-181

come negligible at sufficiently low T . Thus, by inspecting182

the behavior of Σ(i0+) at different T , one can examine183

whether the system is close to a Fermi liquid. In Fig. 3 we184

compare Σ(iωn) for two different temperatures (T = 300185

K and 100 K). For the HP1-APD at 10 GPa, we find that186

Σ(i0+) is reduced for t2g states at the low T as expected,187

but still remains large at T = 100 K. By contrast, Σ(i0+)188

is very small at both temperatures for HP2-APC at 18189

GPa. The large scattering rate of the metallic states190

in HP1-APD is attributed to fluctuating magnetic mo-191

ments of the localized (eg in our case) electrons. Due to192

the large scattering rate, the OSMP in HP1-APD shows193

a bad-metal non-Fermi-liquid behavior with higher resis-194

tivity compared with conventional metals [9, 10]. Also,195

at low T the magnitude of Σ(iωn) of t2g decreases rapidly196

as ωn → 0 in HP1-APD (Fig. 3b), whereas that of Fermi197

liquids decreases linearly as in HP2-APC (Fig. 3d). This198

rapid decrease is also discussed in model Hamiltonian199

studies of the OSMP [9, 14, 42], where logarithmic [9, 43]200

and power-law [42] behaviors have been reported.201

Hund’s coupling vs. Crystal field splitting— The dif-202

ferent relative strengths of the Hund’s coupling and the203

crystal field splitting give rise to contrasting spin config-204
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urations in HP1-APD and HP2-APC (Fig. 4). When the205

Hund’s coupling is dominant as in HP1-APD, high-spin206

configurations are favored, where the occupation in each207

orbital in the t2g and the eg manifolds is similar (see the208

PDOS in Fig. 2b and the occupation per orbital and spin209

configurations in Fig. 4). On the other hand, if the crys-210

tal field is large as in HP2-APC, low-spin configurations211

are favored. Since the Fe ions in FePS3 are nominally212

Fe2+ with 6 electrons in the 3d shell, the electrons will213

occupy the t2g manifold considerably more than the eg214

(Fig. 1f and Fig. 4). As expected from the comparison215

between the two phases, the sizable strength of Hund’s216

coupling is essential to realize the OSMP. If we artifi-217

cially set JH = 0 eV in HP1-APD, the OSMP disappears218

and the PDOS becomes similar to that of HP2-APC, as219

confirmed by the relative occupation of the t2g and eg220

orbitals (see the Supplemental Material [41]).221

Also, the Hund’s coupling effectively decouples the222

t2g and eg band manifolds in HP1-APD. We calcu-223

lated the orbital fluctuation 〈(nA−〈nA〉)(nB −〈nB〉)〉 =224

〈nAnB〉 − 〈nA〉〈nB〉 (i.e., the correlation in the occupa-225

tion of states A and B) between the t2g and eg mani-226

folds. We find the inter-manifold fluctuation 〈nt2gneg 〉 −227

〈nt2g 〉〈neg 〉 = −0.075 in the HP1-APD phase which is228

markedly smaller in magnitude than the intra-manifold229

fluctuation in HP1-APD, 〈na1g
ne′g 〉 − 〈na1g

〉〈ne′g 〉 =230

−0.16, and the inter-manifold fluctuation in HP2-APC231

〈nt2gneg 〉 − 〈nt2g 〉〈neg 〉 = −0.35.232

The occurrence of the OSMT can be understood qual-233

itatively as follows. If the crystal field is absent, the t2g234

and the eg manifolds will have the same energy, making235

each orbital occupied evenly with ∼ 6
5 electrons. If we236

turn on the crystal field gradually, the occupation of the237

eg states (now higher in energy) will decrease. At some238

point, the eg manifold will become half-filled and the239

OSMT can occur. This scenario is analogous to that of a240

theoretical study based on a three-band model Hamilto-241

nian with four electrons in Ref. [14] in comparison with242

our five-band system with six electrons.243

Temperature dependence of resistivity— As discussed244

above, the large scattering rate makes HP1-APD a bad245

metal. To further study the transport properties of this246

phase, we calculated the optical conductivity σ(ω) for247
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different T , from which we obtained the DC (static) re-248

sistivity ρ(0) (Fig. 5a). The resistivity shows metallic249

behavior in the high-T regime, where it increases as T250

increases. In Fig. 5b, we show frequency and tempera-251

ture dependence of the self-energy on the real and imag-252

inary axes, from which the resistivity is computed. As253

for magnitudes, the resistivity in HP1-APD is about two254

orders of magnitude larger than that in HP2-APC (in255

agreement with experiments [18, 19]), as expected from256

the non-Fermi and the Fermi liquid behavior in the for-257

mer and the latter phases, respectively. Compared with258

experiments in the high-T regime [18, 19], our resistivity259

values are of the same order of magnitude, but are some-260

what smaller, probably due to the lack of other sources261

of scattering (such as disorder and phonons) in our cal-262

culations. Since extrinsic effects would give rather sim-263

ilar contributions to the resistivity in the two metallic264

phases, our OSMP scenario with the intrinsic change in265

the character of the metallic states is a plausible scenario266

to explain the large resistivity difference in experiments.267

Discussion— It would be informative to compare268

FePS3 with others systems that were previously discussed269

in the context of the OSMP [5, 44, 45]. In heavy fermion270

systems, Kondo breakdown can be regarded as a special271

case of an OSMT [44]. However, the OSMT in heavy272

fermions is different from that in FePS3 since there is273

a large difference in the bandwidths of f -electrons and274

other orbitals. In multi-orbital transition metal systems275

like FePS3, the relevant bands have similar bandwidths276

and the OSMT comes from the interplay of the Hund’s277
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coupling, the crystal field, and the electron filling. In278

this sense, the orbital-selective physics in iron-based su-279

perconductors is more analogous to that in FePS3 while280

the crystal field is tetrahedral as opposed to octahe-281

dral [43, 45]. We mention in passing that eDMFT pre-282

dicts that orbital selectivity is unstable at low temper-283

ature in iron superconductors and heavy fermion sys-284

tems such as Ce-115’s, and it is replaced by the con-285

ventional Fermi liquid through the incoherence-coherence286

crossover [46] at sufficiently low temperature. Hence the287

OSMP in these cases is a finite temperature effect within288

eDMFT. Therefore, FePS3 offers a unique opportunity289

to study the OSMP from an ab-initio perspective in this290

theory.291

We focused on paramagnetic phases at room tempera-292

ture in this study. In recent experiments, it has been re-293

ported that FePS3 shows only short-range magnetic order294

in HP2-APC while it exhibits long-range order in HP1-295

APD [47]. This is consistent with our calculations in the296

sense that our results indicate HP1-APD has stronger297

and distinctive correlation effects compared with HP2-298

APC. Detailed calculations with magnetic order would299

be an important topic for future studies.300

Conclusion— In summary, we investigated the elec-301

tronic and structural phase transitions in FePS3 under302

non-hydrostatic pressure. We found that the IMT oc-303

curs only in the t2g manifold forming the OSMP, followed304

by another metal-to-metal transition from a non-Fermi-305

liquid to a Fermi-liquid state under further application306

of pressure. The relative strength of Hund’s coupling307

and the crystal-field splitting was important for the re-308

alization of the two distinct metallic states. Our study309

illuminates the salient features of the electronic phase310

transitions in FePS3 that have been realized experimen-311

tally, while their novelty has been overlooked. Our re-312

sults may be important for the realization of a novel low-313

dimensional system with tunable correlated electronic314

properties, and could be useful for the future develop-315

ment of electronic nano-devices.316
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